Opportunities for Positions Open to Seniors Announced

The personnel office has announced that the following opportunities for positions have been received. Additional information on any of these jobs may be obtained at the Personnel Director's office.

1. Position open for an economist with the OPA in Hartford.
3. Training for engineering aides. (a) General Motors Corporation has decided to continue their present course at their institute in Flint for fifteen weeks. Graduates later placed will be considered for engineering students in Michigan, Ohio, and Indiana. (b) The Smith College program, a new rule had there been time for further notice.
4. Confidential work with the War Manpower Commission.
5. Public contact work with the OPA in Hartford.
6. The committee shall meet to begin soon; room to be open each afternoon.

Vacation Rule Is Explained by Pres. Schaffer

President Dorothy Schaffer gave the student body an explanation of the vacation rule regarding pre and post-vacation absences in a special chapel address this morning.

She pointed out that all members of the college are faced with the serious problem of such absences, as is illustrated by the fact that nearly 50% of the students were absent before one vacation last year.

President Schaffer explained that such mass absences were an academic rather than a social or individual matter. She said that the quality of work done by the students who remained at college was made to suffer by the absence of so many girls, and pointed out that the work lost by these absences is either lost forever or lost for a second time, in a subsequent class, thus retarding the progress of the girls who were present when the material was first gone over.

Miss Schaffer said that as a political scientific feature, there is no proof of penalties when individual responsibility or social pressure is effective, but that an academic penalty seems necessary when individuals fail in their academic duties and responsibilities.

It is the responsibility of the faculty and the students in the Connecticut College in the best way. Miss Schaffer said that the students would have been included in the formulation of the new rule had there been time for student faculty discussion. She promised further consideration of the problem after the present system has been tried for this Christmas vacation.

Surgical Dressing Work To Begin Soon; Room to Be Open Each Afternoon

All those who volunteered to make surgical dressings for the Red Cross are scheduled to begin work the end of this week, probably Friday. A room in the Hartford chapel basement is to be used. The room will be open every afternoon Monday through Friday. Wives and members of several faculty members will act as instructors.

All those who signed up to help in filling the New London quota of approximately 2000 packages of surgical dressings are asked to see Mrs. Settler, registrar of the ministry office for a time about a doing this work.

It has been urged that the first meeting be a continuous two-hour block to get the necessary instructions. After that students may divide the two hour period if they wish.

Cabinet Proposes Alternative Plan To Faculty Ruling

System of Campusing For Vacation Absences Suggested by Students

In the light of the recent action of the faculty committee to close the college from before and after vacation, the students' cabinet called a special meeting on Sunday morning, November 21, and drew up an alternative method of regulating such absences.

A. The existing regulation providing for a three members of the students' cabinet shall be held.
B. A new system dealing with the problem was established, as follows:
1. There shall be no absences from classes held on the two preceding and following days and the two first two days of any vacation period for academic year.
2. There shall be no absences from (1) except those approved by the committee and (2) those who remain at the dormitory, the physician, and the registrar.

The committee shall excuse absences as described in (1) only under individual circumstances as for example, serious illness.
4. The committee shall meet to make a decision as to whether or not the show is promised by a doctor's certificate or other necessary evidence.
5. If a student is compelled to miss a class (under 1. above) she may present a petition to the committee requesting that the absence be excused. This petition must be presented to the dean of women within three days after the student's return. It shall contain a complete explanation of the show promise accompanied by a doctor's certificate or other necessary evidence.
6. The committee shall meet to make a decision as to whether or not the show is promised by a doctor's certificate or other necessary evidence.
7. The committee shall meet to make a decision as to whether or not the show is promised by a doctor's certificate or other necessary evidence.
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Faculty Reconsideration Sought
Last week the faculty voted on and passed in faculty meeting a rule proposed by the Committee on Administration to regulate absences from classes, during the two days before and after vacations. A penalty of loss of academic credit is to be incurred, according to this rule, by any absences during these days which are not justified by an excusable welfare to the community.

The reaction of the students to this new rule was violent. Letters to the Free Speech columns of News began appearing immediately. Many of these were highly emotional in tone and were written by men and women who obviously felt that "something should be done," but failing to suggest anything but the most crude kind of repressive legislation, might alleviate the situation. Ideas for taking steps of a drastic and highly undesirable nature were caught up desperately by a few groups of students who were deeply indignant and who felt that action was needed now.

It was at this point that the members of Connecticut College's Academy, those students who are in the executive branch of Student Government, took control of the situation. This group saw that thoughtful, level-headed consideration was needed. A special meeting of the members of Cabinet was promptly called.

All aspects of the case were thoroughly considered. In the first place, the students felt that the girls absent from class before Christmas vacation are, if anything, worse citizens than those who were present. So these girls carefully worked out a regulation regarding absences during these days. The plan regulation which they drew up is printed in this issue of News. The plan was substantially the same as that passed by the faculty, the main difference being the substitution of a penalty which seems more appropriate to the offense if a girl should decide to miss classes during these days. The penalty suggested is so drastic that no girl would bring it upon herself without very strong reason for doing so.

The president of Student Government then mailed a special announcement informing the students that the plan was discussed and amendments proposed. A special cabinet meeting was held in favor of the plan suggested and voted to send it to the faculty for consideration.

Student Government, then, acted with earnestness and sincerity. It has tried to work in a spirit of cooperation with members of the Student Government. It has remained calm throughout the period during which the rule has been under discussion. It has used reason and good sense both in representing the student body. The ability displayed in the capable handling of this situation has given each student just reason to feel proud of her college and of the Student Government which has developed at her college through the years.

The students of Connecticut College offer their congratulations to the faculty and to the students. We feel certain that the best thoughtful endeavor of which the students are capable is drawn up and passed with good faith, intelligence, and sincerity. The confidence which the students feel in its efficacy will also be felt by the faculty. The plan which the students are submitting certainly is worthy of trial.

O. M. L.
(Office of More Information)

Calendar

Wednesday, November 24
Movies, You Were Never Loved: 7:30 Auditorium
Home Nursing Course: 3:56-58 Plan Playroom

Thursday, November 25
Thanksgiving Service: 7:00 Chapel

Friday, November 26
Wig and Candle Rehearsal: 7:30 Auditorium

Saturday, November 27
CCOC Barn Dance: 8:15 Gym
Sophmore Dance for Coast Guardsmen: 9:12 Kriston sales

Sunday, November 28
Vesperas, 1st: Morgan Porteus, Torrington: 7:00 Chapel
Wig and Candle Rehearsal: 8:00 Auditorium

Orchestra Rehearsal: 4:20 Auditorium stage
Psychology Club Meeting: 7:00 New London 401

Continuous: 8:15 Religious Library
Economics Club Meeting: 7:00 New London 401

Tuesday, November 29
Choir Rehearsal: 4:20 Auditorium
Dance Group and Chamber Singers: 7:00 ITC
Wig and Candle Rehearsal: 7:30 Auditorium

Wednesday, December 1
Wig and Candle Rehearsal: 7:36 Auditorium
Junior Class Meeting: 5-00 Bill 196

Lobby Tackles the Post-War Issue

The vice-president of the Student Assembly has outlined a plan for peace to be considered by America at urgent sessions. This plan, timed at once to stop time slips by in life contemplation, broadens the front. Stating that it would be more difficult to blueprint the total army strategy of victory than to chart the creation of a war machine, Walter Reuther put forth the following proposals:

1. The immediate appointment of a Peace Production Board with supreme authority to direct the nation's mobilization for peace.

2. Plans for a fair-flung public works system to be drawn up by the government as a permanent part of a healthy expanding national economy.

3. With the guidance of the best experts, the government would begin engineering, a housing program to be set up by the government as a keynote of postwar revival.

4. Excess aircraft factories are to be converted into plants for the construction of pre-fabricated houses, bathrooms, kitchens, air conditioning units and heating systems.

5. Fundamental post-war labor policies to be studied and adopted now with specific emphasis on the rehabilitation of manpower.

Thirty-hone Work Proposed

Other proposals include the nationwide establishment of a 30 hour week, to be increased only after we demonstrate that full employment can be maintained.

Reuther also proposes that these new plans which are considered strategic or which exist in semi-metropolitan industries should be operated by the government, and that other plants be leased to those firms which meet the standards of postwar requirements with regard to adequate wage standards, guarantees of continuous employment, and the creation of communities which are necessarily steel parts of the postwar scene.

Reuther also adds that the postwar reconstruction of other areas is an important step. Reuther's plan, to the whole, is not an exceptional one or one of the possible, but one of the acts seems to be wanted.

C. C. Girls Are Guests

At Coast Guard Dance

Fifty juniors and seniors were on hand Saturday, November 20, given by the Coast Guard Academy for the Coast Guard Reserve of Connecticut. The dance was given in the new recreation hall academy.
Free Speech (Continued from Page Two)

Asks Voice for Sta. C. on Ruling

Dear Editor:

"Democracy of the people, by the people, and for the Maxwells" has never been more applicable to our college life as our education as a living ideal. We, of, today, mean to show that we are as committed to this ideal. Today in our post-war planning we have the opportunity to change the factors in our culture which have hitherto destroyed democracy. Democracy can be revitalized, and a fresh start made. Development of the mind must be free thinking individuals fully realizing the inconsistencies between the ideal and the reality.

In this latter point is an important one. The faculty had no recourse to student opinion before this rule was adopted, which now they considered it to be its fullest impact. They did it to give the students a voice in its development, and they evidently wanted nothing to do with it; they believe this voice would be rendered ineffective because, in former years student government had failed largely to work in a structurally with the problem. But the form the office has taken raises the question: What is the use of a student council as an advisory committee to faculty council? It is a matter upon which the students think very strongly. As a result, students have been handed from within the student body itself, and any external pressures shall be exerted by which this rule is defeated by the basic principles by which our college has taught us to live. The responsibilities of the students to their college and to a war-ravaged world. There have not been called away from the university, or its student government. A developed social and spiritual life has been as much in every instance in which they have been called away. We are not advocating their return. All student involve ment is a social ethical one; and in such a case, the faculty is a part of the student body, and has a right to be heard. The course of our actions on this subject is, in our opinion, to the problem of our capacity for such a thing as students to become active thinking citizens.

If the faculty are against the ruling as it stands; we think it is wrong; we refuse to passively accept what they believe to be the problem which is before us; we realize the responsibility for which we are asking, and will adhere to a rule be given to students a just and fair consideration of any complaint. We feel that the matter can be handled more effectively through our honor system than through the force of the faculty. We believe that we are entitled to the academic rights and privileges of this rule which can be taken away by some outside force. Because in part of education of just that which he has studied, the credits are es- their culture. learn her history and language. In a very real sense, it is our responsibility to the world in which we live.

Ellie Houston '44

Mo:re Urgent. Formed St. C.

Dear Editor:
The new regulations concerning vacation cuts have just been forth and are violation of that principle which has been in every instance in which they have been called away. We are not advocating their return. All student involvement is a social ethical one; and in such a case, the faculty is a part of the student body, and has a right to be heard. The course of our actions on this subject is, in our opinion, to the problem of our capacity for such a thing as students to become active thinking citizens.

If the faculty are against the ruling as it stands; we think it is wrong; we refuse to passively accept what they believe to be the problem which is before us; we realize the responsibility for which we are asking, and will adhere to a rule be given to students a just and fair consideration of any complaint. We feel that the matter can be handled more effectively through our honor system than through the force of the faculty. We believe that we are entitled to the academic rights and privileges of this rule which can be taken away by some outside force. Because in part of education of just that which he has studied, the credits are es- their culture. learn her history and language. In a very real sense, it is our responsibility to the world in which we live.

Ellie Houston '44

Community Chest Goal Surpassed After Drive Is Officially Closed

The Community Chest goal of $4,000 was attained and surpassed by $60.10 after Monday, November 15th, the drive date officially closed.

Additional funds came from Religious oo's Fund ($157.15), East ($13.75), Grace Smith ($172.50), North ($80.00), Knowlton ($80.00), Winthrop ($70.00), and Thames ($700.00).

House juniors, and volunteers in the dormitory have also contributed. Many of the students actively and in the course of their day-to-day activities, have contributed the extra money and made this the successful campaign. The ultimate goal of the Community Chest goal was reached since the campus drive was instituted.

Home Nursing Classes Cancel Thurs. Meeting

The two Home Nursing classes, regularly attended by many of our house staff and dormitory girls, will be discontinued immediately on account of the vacation period set to begin this Friday evening, November 27th.

The two classes are held at 7:30 in the faculty house, and were discontinued because of the vacation period set to begin this Friday evening, November 27th.

The classes will be discontinued immediately on account of the vacation period set to begin this Friday evening, November 27th.

Facts and Figures Compiled on Cuts

The facts of post-war economic or material stabilization before religious revival is not the only solution. To the extent that the possibility of becoming a Christian educator...
new plan had to be devised, whereupon the leaders
of the student government presented with the problem.

In each of these two situations, the democratic
processes of which we are all so proud in the or-
ganized community of students may have been
affected by all the girls.

But after talking with a number of faculty mem-
bers of the college, it seemed to me that the pro-
cesses of which we are all so proud in the or-
ganized community of students may have been
affected by the faculty.

The main objection to this new ruling is that it
conflicts with the democratic movement of the fac-
tulty, but nevertheless, the fac-
tulty, as academicians, have a duty to
educate our students, and this is a duty that we
have to fulfill.

Dear Editor:

In the light of this trend of thought, and also due to war-time
restrictions of a situation which has been growing
mercilessly, it is necessary to modify this rule.

Dear Editor:
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Free Speech
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any rate the student body’s freedom of choice is curtailed; the maturity of student judgment is apparently no longer respected. If there is a reason for the new rule, let us know (signed) Winthrop House.

The above is signed and submitted with the unanimous consent of students residing in Winthrop house.

Priscilla Wright ’46

Dear Editor:

On Wednesday night of last week the Community Chest of Connecticut college had not reached its $6000 drive. Two hundred dollars was yet needed which would result in the substitution of bananas for coffee. The pace was set by Free House, whose example inspired a campaign in the freshman dorms the next night. Their strong response helped to push the goal over the top. It is for their spirit of competition and immediate willingness that we wish to say “thank you.”

Dorothy Royce ’45
Marie Lawrence ’45
Mary Porter ’45
Marge Lawrence ’45
Noreen Porter ’45
Helen Savarow ’45
Joyce Stoddard ’45

Asks Reasons for Faculty Rule

Sunday, November 21

Dear Editor:

As yet no reason for the penalty imposed for pre- and post-vacation cuts has been given. We feel that the penalty is extremely severe for the offense, and we wonder whether cutting one or two classes is an offense at all. Would it be better to set a suitable campus as penalty, rather than to jeopardize a student’s chance of graduating? At any rate the student body’s freedom of choice is curtailed; the maturity of student judgment is apparently no longer respected. If there is a reason for the new rule, let us know (signed) Winthrop House.

The above is signed and submitted with the unanimous consent of students residing in Winthrop house.

Priscilla Wright ’46

Religious Council Hears Missionary Experiences

The International Relations club and Religious council held a joint meeting on Tuesday, November 23, at 7:00 p.m., in the Chapel library. This gathering was conducted as a continuation of International week-end. The discussion was led by Miss Olive Green, who spoke in the Tuesday chapel service also. Miss Green, a missionary recently returned from Turkey, spoke on her experiences in that country and the problems which are being faced by the missionaries working among these people.
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and honest people,” since the race just won’t be satisfied with this nation is too far advanced. The obstacles in the way of this free trade and possibility for Germany to get back on its feet economically are within our power of control. We must do more than open the door of free trade by eliminating or lessening tariff barriers; we must endeavor to straighten out the cycle of bust and boom in all countries, and must endeavor to get Germany to get herself back on her own feet; we must open the door of her powerful energies,” as Mr. Wickwar said, “and we close it on her war energies.” The problem is not Germany’s alone but for all countries, and should not our economies be adapted to form a basis for other reconstruction.

Knowledge of Germany Stressed

Miss Tove spoke next on the points on which we Americans can take action. She advised that anyone who was going to aid Germany must first, “have a respect for the culture of the people with whom one is going to work”; sec...
College Gives 161 Pints of Blood to Bank by Alice Adams '44

Thursday, November 11, found Knowlton salon transformed into a blood bank for future transfusions. One hundred and sixty-one full pints of blood were donated from blood donors between 11:00 a.m. and 4:30 p.m. Of these, 128 were donated by Connecticu	College. Through the cooperation of the New London: radio station WNLK, which announced that the Hartford Red Cross Blood Bank canister was at the college by the day's end, 33 people outside the college community arrived to donate their blood. Among these 33 were several Coast Guard men from the cutter at the Thames shipyard.

Squibb Labs Process Blood

As soon as it had been donated, each pint of blood was immediately put on dry ice and from here the entire supply was sent to the Squibb laboratories in New Brunswick, New Jersey, where processing is begun within 24 hours. Even in the laboratories the plasma process is done under refrigeration.

According to Dr. A. A. Willas, a bacteriologist in the Medical Corps of the United States Naval Reserve, who was on hand to help donors down the stairs to the canteen, "it is extremely important that we get as much blood as we possibly can."

Hanna Lowe was born in Germany and studied in England. Hanna asserted that there, schools balance academic and vocational training with the pleasant surroundings of the school itself. But a portion of the country is dedicated to high morale on the part of the student. Thus, only two or three of the 360 donors from college were turned down during the process of examination and check-up. Although several students had volunteered to help donors down the stairs and out the door of Knowlton, they were overruled by a man who needed assistance after the inspection of his blood.

No one could deny that the donors were hungry after their contribution. There was a definite tendency to have two or three lunches when the patients reached the food department of the assembly line. The students, however, refused to return for a second lunch immediately following the donation in order to get as many as possible successfully through the line at one time.

The number of donors who had blood drawn Saturday was remarkably high. Several people received red blood cells which signified that they had donated more than once. However, with the standard bandage on the arm and perhaps a slight feeling of faintness on the part of the donors, there were no outward signs to distinguish our donors from non-donors. Arrangements may be made for the college blood donors donating some time in the future.

The blood can be changed into the yellow powder known as plasma for eventual use in war casualties.

Schooling

(Continued from Page Three)

told of the desire for study in Latin America and Mexico, where the potential for study is very high. With a special program in socialism, the school, it was explained, would be able to accommodate the demands of the young man who has the desire for learning more than the demand for facilities.

Hanna Lowe was born in Germany and studied in England. Hanna asserted that there, schools balance academic and vocational training with the pleasant surroundings of the school itself. But a portion of the country is dedicated to high morale on the part of the student. Thus, only two or three of the 360 donors from college were turned down during the process of examination and check-up. Although several students had volunteered to help donors down the stairs and out the door of Knowlton, they were overruled by a man who needed assistance after the inspection of his blood.

No one could deny that the donors were hungry after their contribution. There was a definite tendency to have two or three lunches when the patients reached the food department of the assembly line. The students, however, refused to return for a second lunch immediately following the donation in order to get as many as possible successfully through the line at one time.

The number of donors who had blood drawn Saturday was remarkably high. Several people received red blood cells which signified that they had donated more than once. However, with the standard bandage on the arm and perhaps a slight feeling of faintness on the part of the donors, there were no outward signs to distinguish our donors from non-donors. Arrangements may be made for the college blood donors donating some time in the future.

The blood can be changed into the yellow powder known as plasma for eventual use in war casualties.

Brilliant Performance Given By Menuhin, Violin Virtuoso by Elizabeth Travis '44

Menuhin achieved this deep melodic beauty by some of the most stirring and beautiful lines. The emotion that he displayed during the entire concert in the first movement, with its free, gypsy, rhapsodic style, he emphasized the musical longing in all its force. He used his mastery of harmonies to good advantage in the rather plaintive second movement, and the last was just passionate, brought to a close as certain and unforgettable in its sheer emotion.

Latin Rhythms Emphasized

In the final group of numbers, there was an over-emphasis of Latin rhythms, perhaps even at the expense of rather disappointing, with the youngsters not Caprices and Viennese. The over-emphasis of Latin rhythms, perhaps even at the expense of rather disappointing, with the youngsters not Caprices and Viennese. The over-emphasis of Latin rhythms, perhaps even at the expense of rather disappointing, with the youngsters not Caprices and Viennese. The over-emphasis of Latin rhythms, perhaps even at the expense of rather disappointing, with the youngsters not Caprices and Viennese. The over-emphasis of Latin rhythms, perhaps even at the expense of rather disappointing, with the youngsters not Caprices and Viennese.
Student Specialties Are Bulletin Boards, Knick-Knack Collections, While Faculty’s Hobbies Reveal Use of More Elbow-Grease

by Ruth Howe ‘44

C.C.’s faculty departs from the pure academic when off duty, members delighting in gardening, painting, and making collections of various objects.

Miss Rouch, the persuasive exponent of historical lore, is an ardent garden enthusiast and spends considerable time among her perennials. She also relaxes listening to her many records. Not only in the history department are there botanical tendencies; Miss Bentford and Miss Dederer depart from zoological endeavors to indulge in landscaping and horticulture, while Miss Johnson, departing from the botanical fields, delights in doing over old furniture. She is now working on an old gate-leg table, managing to get it down, prior to a new finish.

Out of Doors Favored

Miss Boteford says that her favorite activities are skiing and hiking, plus bird-watching; and she prefers hunting for her specimens—no matter if you knew she had a combined major of art and sociology in college? Her prime project at present is a painting bought for her by her mother from a Monty farmer in Vermont. The Vermont farm now consists only of raspberries—what else will Miss Boteford raise? Botanists, any suggestions?

Gardening Popular

Miss Dederer says that one of her hobbies is much the same as Miss Rouch’s, gardening; then too, she collects Balkan and Chinese embroideries. Her Balkan collection began when she visited the Dalmatian coast. In Paris and London, Miss Dederer picked up color-engravings of women’s fashions, and delights in doing so. She says that the engravings show very amusing costumes dating from 1810-1865.

Rules Regarding Ration Books Concern Absences and New Registration

Students who have submitted their number three ration books to the administrative office of residence will not have to worry about obtaining their number four ration books from home, for these books will be brought to the college and registered as the number books.

Students will be given their ration books to take with them on leaving for periods of not less than three days. The regulation for army and navy men and women states that ration books will be turned over to their owners only when nine or more meals are to be taken on leave or furlough. This rule also has been adopted by Connecticut colleges.

Priscilla Wright ‘46

Hobby-lovers at C.C. range from moving picture photography, to bee-keeping, to fiddling on the violin. Flyllis Budd ‘47 has her own movie pictures in color technology. Robin Riplet ‘46 carted her axe to collect g riffaces and now has about 150 collected. Miss Miller has a small animal to a hand carved statue by an Italian sculptor. One of the many interesting ones comes from Manila and is made in the form of a turtle.

Spools, Animals Collected

Girry Weber ‘46 started to collect after-dinner coffee spoons when she was six years old. She has a plain hammered spoon from Cashanah and a spoon with a jade inset from Cerk city, Ireland. Franny Smith ‘44 has collected 100 little animals from all over the world. There is a chimp dog from Budapest and kangaroo, ducks, hippopotami and turtles from various global spots. Charly Noble ‘44 and Ginny Pie ‘47 collect paper for hobby.

Knowlton Favors College Seal

Everyone in Knowlton is sending in various college seals to add to the bulletin board in Jean Knowlton’s room.

Miss Grace Leslie Will Record Recital Program

Miss Grace Leslie of the music department will record some of the songs she sings in her recital of Tuesday, November 30. Miss Alice Wightman of New York will accompany her. The music club is sponsoring this event and students and faculty are invited to attend.

THE MOONLIGHT IN FINGERNAIL

Priscilla Wright '46

Hobby-lovers at C.C. range from moving picture photography, to bee-keeping, to fiddling on the violin. Flyllis Budd '47 has her own movie pictures in color technology. Robin Riplet '46 carted her axe to collect g riffaces and now has about 150 collected. Miss Miller has a small animal to a hand carved statue by an Italian sculptor. One of the many interesting ones comes from Manila and is made in the form of a turtle.

Miss Dederer says that one of her hobbies is much the same as Miss Rouch’s, gardening; then too, she collects Balkan and Chinese embroideries. Her Balkan collection began when she visited the Dalmatian coast. In Paris and London, Miss Dederer picked up color-engravings of women’s fashions, and delights in doing so. She says that the engravings show very amusing costumes dating from 1810-1865.

Rules Regarding Ration Books Concern Absences and New Registration

Students who have submitted their number three ration books to the administrative office of residence will not have to worry about obtaining their number four ration books from home, for these books will be brought to the college and registered as the number books.

Students will be given their ration books to take with them on leaving for periods of not less than three days. The regulation for army and navy men and women states that ration books will be turned over to their owners only when nine or more meals are to be taken on leave or furlough. This rule also has been adopted by Connecticut colleges.
Cabinet Announces New Regulations Concerning Return on Late Buses

Open War Song Contest; Reward of $250 Offered

Orchestra and Magazine

Regal Fur Shop, Inc.

ững Days Added to School Year

Seven Days Added to School Year To Make Up LENGTHENED VACATION

because of the change in the dates of the Christmas vacation, the calendar from then until June will be as follows:

Christmas recess begins

11 a.m. Wednesday, December 15

Christmas recess ends

10 a.m. Wednesday, January 5

Registration for second semester begins from January 10 until 4 p.m. Friday, January 21

Comprehensive Examinations for freshmen, sophomores, and juniors scheduled to begin in February.

Review Period

Monday and Tuesday, Jan. 31 and Feb. 1

Mid-year examinations begin... Wednesday, Feb. 2

Mid-year examinations end Thursday, Feb. 3

Second Semester begins 8 a.m. Monday, Feb. 14

Period for changes of individual programs ends 4 p.m. Tuesday, February 22

Spring recess begins 7 a.m. Thursday, April 6

Spring recess ends 16:00 p.m. Tuesday, April 11

Period for election of courses for 1944-45

Sue Shaw, a member of the Sophomore Class, is expected to return to school after Christmas vacation.

The News has an unknown backer. The staff arrived Tuesday night in Plain basement to find an envelope with $2.00 for food and maintenance for the staff. En- closed was a note saying "Happy Thanksgiving. I am the carpenter who is the bird." We certainly did appreciate the feast purchased with the $2.00 and we didn't miss the bird at all.

Lucille Khan is now Mrs. Robert D. Stern. She became the bride of Ensign Stern of the U.S. Navy Tuesday, November 22. She is expected to return to school after Christmas vacation.

Ernest Murphy Calhoun '43, whose_OPTED_to office yesterday, is now a member of the Graduate Society. He is now Mrs. Murphy Calhoun from Waterford. The second evening of the week will be El- lenie Calhoun '43 whose topic is to War Nurses.

Home Ec. Club To Have Alumnae, Guest Speakers

The Home Economics club will have its regular November meeting on Monday, November 29, at 7:30 p.m. in New London hall.

The two guest speakers for this meeting are alumnae of Connect- icut college, Sue Shaw, a mem- ber of the Sophomore Class of 1941, will talk on New London housing. The second speaker of the evening will be El- lenie Calhoun '43 whose topic is to War Nurses.

For Yours and His Thanksgiving Dinner Go To

"A Bite to Eat and Something Sweet"

"A Bite to Eat and Something Sweet"

Olympia Tea Room

Soda Luncheon Candy
Steaks and Salads
Open Supper

Phone 2-4545
325 State St., New London

For that extra special date

We certainly did appreciate the

China Glass Silver Lamps Unusual Gifts

L. Lewis & Co.

established 1860

Compliments of

Burr Mitchell

"Behind your Ears?"

People with their arms crossed over their chests... Look below your collar... What is that shape on your shoulder? Look below your drums... What is that shape on your cheek? Look above your ears? The expression is old...

Sacha of your arm for the charm of last-...the style of last year... You can apply it to your skin the

Whole Oil of your arm for the charm of last-...the style of last year... You can apply it to your skin the

You can apply it to your skin the

Gallet dry perfume.

Roger of your arm for the charm of last-...the style of last year... You can apply it to your skin the

Roger of your arm for the charm of last-...the style of last year... You can apply it to your skin the

Burr Mitchell